International Professional Service Semester Participants and Placements

IPSS Participants – Spring 2020

Government Accountability Office
Norfolk, VA
Blaine Barkey, NPTS

Search for Common Ground
Tunis, Tunisia
Oscar Cejudo Corbalan, IPD

City of Monterey Housing Programs Office
Monterey, CA
Xuelian (Lotus) Chen, IPD

US State Department – Bureau of Consular Affairs
New York City, NY
Orlando Cruz, NPTS

Lutheran Services Carolinas, Immigrant Services
Raleigh, North Carolina
Vivian Garcia, IPD

Center for Strategic and International Studies, Human Rights Initiative
Washington, D.C.
Amy Halbrooks-Fulks, IPD

UNODA Conventional Arms Branch
New York City, NY
Jan Havlicek, NPTS

Portland Community College (PCC)
Portland, OR
Mohammad Kayali, IEP

Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance
Washington, D.C.
Camorah King, IEP

US State Department – Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor
Washington, D.C.
Adam Martyn, NPTS
UN Economic Commission for Latin America (UNECLAC)
Washington, D.C.
Katia Mironova, IPD

Golden State Investigators
San Jose, CA
Devin Mowrer, NPTS

Women’s Learning Partnership for Rights, Development, and Peace
Washington, D.C.
Abby Richardson, IPD

Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation (PWSAC)
Anchorage, AK
Kelly Roche, IEP

UNICEF
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Adriana Threlkeld, IPD

Search for Common Ground
Washington, D.C.
Danielle Villata, IPD

Environmental Defense Fund
New York City, NY
Yuye (Fiona) Zhou, IEP

IPSS Participants – Fall 2019

Preemptive Love
Monterey, CA
Christina Johnson, MPA

National Nuclear Security Administration
Washington, D.C.
Amber Morgan, NPTS

IPSS Participants – Spring 2019

City of Monterey
Monterey, CA
Sarin Aladadi, IEP

California State Lands Commission
Sacramento, CA
Samuel Blakesley, IEP
Government Accountability Office
Washington, D.C.
Ryan Bolt, NPTS

UNODA
New York, NY
Trushaa Castelino, NPTS

Stimson Center
Washington, D.C.
Xinyi Chen, IPD

UNICEF
Yangon, Myanmar
Marie Djeni, MPA

Unreasonable, Measure to Improve
Santa Cruz, CA, Salinas, CA
Lauren Howerton, IEP

WildAid
Monterey, CA
Nathan Moreheart, UEP

Roatán Marine Park
Roatán, Honduras
Eliana Olais, IEP

Namati: Innovations in Legal Empowerment
Washington, D.C.
Jenna Hudson, IPD

Human Rights Watch
Los Angeles, CA
Ariana Sawyer, IPD

United Way of Monterey County
Monterey, CA
Kirstin van Gend, MPA

IPSS Participants – Spring 2018

LAM, Sciences Po-Bordeaux
Bordeaux, France
Elizabeth Brooks, MPA

Conservation International Foundation
Arlington County, VA
Luciane Coletti, IEP

International Organization for Migration (IOM)
Bangkok, Thailand
Kimani DeShields-Williams, IPD

UNICEF
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Elizabeth Fisher, MPA

Combating Terrorism Center, West Point
New York, NY
Mikki Franklin, NPTS

LSA Environmental Consulting and CA Coastal Commission
California
Madiha Jamal, IEP

Measure to Improve, LLC
Salinas, CA
Andrew Kieman, IPD

International Rescue Committee
New York, NY
Julia Lipkis, IPD

City of Anchorage Resilience Program, Mayor’s Office
Anchorage, Alaska
Alexandra Long, IEP

United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR)
Geneva, Switzerland
Steven Luber, NPTS

United Nations Development Programme
Lusaka, Zambia
Thabo Mubukwanu, MPA

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization
The Hague, The Netherlands
Libiao Pan, NPTS

Six Square
Austin, TX
Aricquel Payne, MPA

Conservation International Foundation
Jakarta, Indonesia
Mariko Powers, IEP

350.org and UN MGCY
New York, NY
Lama Ranjous, IPD

InterAction
Washington, D.C.
Laura Schroeder, IPD

Centro para la Apertura y el Desarrollo de America Latina (CADAL)
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Rebecca Sher, MPA

Kuli Kuli
Bay Area, California
Patrick Wilhelmy, IEP

William J. Perry Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies
Washington, D.C.
Stephanie Villalobos, IPD

Save the Children
Vientiane, Laos
Zijuan (Fiona) Huang, MPA

US State Department
Mexico City, Mexico
Mario Lamar, MPA

Paurakhi Savings & Credit Cooperative Limited
Toronto, Canada and Parsa District, Nepal
Brijlal Chaudhari, MPA

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
New York, NY
Nasema Zeerak, IPD

IPSS Participants – Spring 2017

SeeSaw
Cape Town, Africa
Thomas Chamberlin, IEP

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Seattle, Washington
Matthew Coomer, IEP
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)  
Alaska  
Megan Godfrey, IEP

The Nature Conservancy (TNC)  
Santa Cruz, CA  
Joshua Morris, IEP

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)  
Alaska  
Sorina, Seeley, IEP

United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)  
Hiroshima, Japan  
Akimi Yano-Manzano, MPA

United Nations Women  
New York, New York  
Daniele Elizaire, MPA

State Department  
Lima, Peru  
Andrew Larson, MPA

International Rescue Committee (IRC)  
Sacramento, CA  
Steven Perle, MPA

Education Development Center  
Washington, D.C.  
Ariel Watkins, MPA

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF)  
Phnom Penh, Cambodia  
Monique Rao, MPA

Atlantic Council,  
Washington, D.C.  
Shirin Khan, NPTS

Center for Climate and Security  
Washington, D.C.  
Lieselotte Siegenthaler, NPTS

Atlantic Council  
Washington, D.C.
IPSS Participants – Spring 2016

World Trade Organization
Geneva, Switzerland
Shen Li, IPS

CA Sea Grant with Coastal Commission
San Francisco, California
Melis Okter, IEP

State Department Assistant Secretary, Oceans and International Environmental and Science Affairs & Monterey Bay Aquarium Policy Division
Monterey, California and Washington, D.C.
Jennifer Adams, IEP

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Oakland, California
Emma Tonge, IEP

UNGC Network Office
Toronto, Canada
Mairi MacEachern, IEP

IUCN
Geneva, Switzerland
Whitney Berry, IEP

Food and Agriculture Organization
Rome, Italy
Zachary Foco, IEP

San Francisco Bay Joint Venture
San Francisco, California
Marina Binsack, IEP

Conservation International Social Policy and Practice Division
Washington, D.C.
Sophia Kirschenman, IEP

National Outdoor Leadership School
Patagonia, Chile
Thomas Stagg, MPA

United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
Geneva, Switzerland
Jamie Stanton, MPA

**UNODA CAB**
New York City, New York
Elin Orre, NPTS

**UN Office at Geneva: Biological Weapons Convention Implementation Support Unit**
Geneva, Switzerland
Hussain Alhowaidi, NPTS

**US State Bureau of Human Rights, Democracy, Labor**
Washington, D.C.
Margaret Coleman, IPS

**Conservation International Peace and Development Partnerships**
Washington, D.C.
Danny Pavitt, IPS

**Alliance for Peacebuilding**
Washington, D.C.
Miranda Salinas, IPS

**Stimson Center**
Washington, D.C.
Li Ma, IPS

**IRS Criminal Investigations Branch**
Washington, D.C.
Kathleen Lucitt, NPTS

**IUCN SEE**
Belgrade, Serbia
Stephanie Gentle, IEP

**Council on Foreign Relations**
Washington, D.C.
Jenny Cho, IPS

**Department of Defense, Pentagon**
Washington, D.C.
Phil Goldstein, NPTS

**San Francisco Business Council on Climate Change**
San Francisco, CA
Emily Summerlin, IEP

*IPSS Participants – Spring 2015*
Santa Lucia Preserve
Monterey, CA
Arnold Africot, IEP

Food and Agriculture Organization
Rome, Italy
Mary Elizabeth Miller, IEP

Wild Coast
San Diego, CA
Jordan Sanchez, IEP

Marine Conservation Institute
Washington D.C.
Victoria Bell, IEP

Secretariat of Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP)
Apia, Samoa
Kelsey Richardson, IEP

World Wildlife Fund
Windhoek, Namibia
Burton Julius Gaiseb, IEP

The World Bank
Washington D.C.
Frank Lin, MPA

Pact Myanmar
Yangon, Myanmar
Julio Noguera, MPA

Consortium for Terrorism & Responses to Terrorism (START)
University of Maryland
Sean Peck, NPTS

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
Vienna, Austria
Thomas Gray, NPTS

Government Accountability Office
Washington, D.C.
Ani Saakyan-Peck, NPTS

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Livermore, CA
Angel Quintanilla, NPTS

Vienna Center for Disarmament and Non-Proliferation (VCNDP)
Vienna, Austria
Lily Vaccaro, NPTS

Vertic
London, United Kingdom
Cervando Banuelos, NPTS

US State Department and the Center for Arms Control and Nonproliferation
Washington D.C.
Adam Proveaux, NPTS

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA)
New York City
Cassandra Peterson, NPTS

United Nations Development Programme (Turkey)
Istanbul, Turkey
Charles Odorfer, IPS

United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
Washington D.C.
Joshua Fleming, IPS

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN) Policy Division
Washington D.C.
Oscar Grijalva, IPS

U.S. State Department, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Agency
Washington D.C.
Theresa Gauvreau, IPS

International Organization for Migration (IOM) Regional Office
Bangkok, Thailand
Audrey Metcalf, IPS

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN)
Washington D.C.
Kendra Haugh, IPS

UN Women
Istanbul, Turkey
Kathryn Krueger, IPS

Andean Alliance for Sustainable Development
Calca, Peru
Gaelen Hayes, IPS

**Boys & Girls Club**
Monterey, California
Terri Pugh, IPS

**North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)**
Oradea, Romania
Benjamin Volscko, NPTS

**Mercy Corps**
Washington D.C.
John Gebbia, IPS

**World Trade Organization**
Geneva, Switzerland
Aileen Yang, IPS

**IPSS Participants – Spring 2014**
**Mercy Corps**
Washington, D.C.
Amanda Boyek, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**World Bank – Public Financial Management**
Washington, D.C.
Eugenie Kiendrebeogo, MAIPS Trade, Investment & Development

**Office of Congressman Paul Cook**
Washington, D.C.
Keith Widaman, MANPTS

**World Vision China**
Beijing, China
Yaxing Zhang, MPA

**United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP)**
Bangkok, Thailand
Jieshuang Zhang, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**Search for Common Ground**
Zanzibar, Tanzania
Bryan Weiner, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**Sandler, Travis & Rosenberg, P.A.**
Washington, D.C.
Danielle Schaefers, MAIPS Trade, Investment & Development

**The Nature Conservancy – California Coastal Resilience Project**
Monterey, California
Gabriel Kiritz, IEP

**United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), Conventional Arms Branch**
New York City
Einar Engvig, MANPTS

**Action on Armed Violence**
Burundi
Joseph Elton, MAIPS Human Security & Development 2

**Asia Foundation**
Cambodia
Alexandra Amling, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**Conservation International**
Washington, D.C.
Gabriella Abrego, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**Firelight Foundation**
Santa Cruz, California
Kyrstin Thorson, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**City of Monterey – City Sustainable Energy Program**
Monterey, California
Michael Morgan, IEP

**Stimson Center and US Dept. of Treasury Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)**
Washington, D.C.
Devon Blount, MANPTS

**Driscoll’s**
Watsonville, California
Emily Cluff, IEP

**Bay Area Council and InnoSpring US-China Tech Accelerator**
San Francisco, California
Jia Ren, MAIPS Trade, Investment & Development

**Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) - RND Infrastructure and Environment Department**
Washington, D.C.
Kelsey Schueler, IEP, Concentration in Ocean and Coastal Resource Management

**Geostrategic Forecasting Corporation**
Washington, D.C.
Margaret Conant, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**United Nations Environment Program (UNEP)**
Washington, D.C.
Kouassigan Tovino, IEP

**Project Concern International (PCI)**
India
Jacqueline Lytle, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**International Labor Organization (ILO)**
Amman, Jordan
MaryAlecia Briggs, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**International Organization for Migration (IOM)**
Morocco
Dayana Hankins, MAIPS, Concentration in Conflict Resolution 3

**Department of State, Prague Embassy and Bradbury's Global Risk Partners**
Czech Republic and United Kingdom
Jennifer Senette, MAIPS Human Security & Development

**IPSS Participants – Spring 2013**

**Kids4Peace**
Jerusalem, Israel
Alex Free, MAIPS Conflict Resolution

**United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), GPML Branch**
Vienna, Austria
Alexander Wells, MAIPS Security

**International Labor Organization (ILO) WED and Small Enterprise Programs**
Geneva, Switzerland
Andrea Bocanegra, MPA

**United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC)**
Vienna, Austria
Brad Kesler, MAIPS Human Security and Development

**Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO) Preparatory Commission**
Hague, Netherlands
Stefani Buster, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

**UN Global Compact**
New York City, NY
Caitlin Casey, MPA

**International Center for Political Violence and Terrorism Research**
Singapore
Cleo Haynal, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies
Relief International
Washington, D.C.
Daniet Moges, MAIPS Human Security and Development

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA
Donald Stewart, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

Stateside, Health Services Legislation Team
Washington, DC
Fareed Bailey, MPA

EU Commission
Brussels, Belgium
Izabela Lesik, MPA 4

Department of Migration Management /IBM Division
Geneva, Switzerland
Jennifer Agis, MAIPS Human Security and Development

The Center for Policy Studies (PIR Center)
Moscow, Russia
Jennifer Dahnke, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR), Legal Unit
New York City, NY
Lauren Marasco, MPA

Interpol, Public Safety and Terrorism Directorate
Lyon, France
Sean Malvey, MAIPS Human Security and Development

UN Women
Beijing, China
Nan Liu, MAIPS Human Security and Development

World Health Organization (WHO), Department of Sustainable Development and Healthy Environments
New Delhi, India
Nicolas Chudeau, MAIEP

START Global Terrorism Database
Washington, DC/Maryland
Sahendy Estevez, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs, Conventional Arms Branch (UNODA CAB)
New York City, NY
Sasha Sleiman, MAIPS Conflict Resolution

UNODA RDB and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan
New York City, NY
Sayaka Shingu, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA
Shannon Brooks, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

International Organization for Migration (IOM), Counter-Trafficking Unit
Geneva, Switzerland
Sharon Chang, MPA

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA), WMD Branch
New York City, NY
Sophie Manoukian, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

National Council on US/Arab Relations (NCUSAR)
Washington, DC
Alex Adelson, MA Trade, Investment, and Development

Office of U.S. Senator, Dianne Feinstein (CA-D), Defense Issues
Washington, DC
Caitlin Etienne, MA Nonproliferation and Terrorism Studies

Lighthouse Translations and Agenda Ciudadana
Puerto Rico
Jessica Torres-Pujols, MAIPS

International Organization for Migration (IOM), Migrant Direct Assistance Program
Morocco
Soleil Muniz, MAIPS Human Security and Development

IPSS Participants – Spring 2012

Det Norske Veritas
San Francisco, CA
Alfhild Aspelin, MAIEP

Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
Stockholm, Sweden
Xenia Avezov, MAIPS Conflict Resolution

UN Security Council Counter-Terrorism Executive Directorate (CTED)
New York, NY
Leopoldo Fernández Herce, MANPTS
Japan External Trade Organization
San Francisco, CA
Rika Fujita, MAIPS Trade

United Nations International Telecommunications Union
Geneva, Switzerland
Chelsea Haines, MAIEP

United National Economic Commission for Europe
Geneva, Switzerland
Brian Johnson, MAIPS Trade

U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C.
Kate O’Rear, MANPTS

U.S. Department of State, Georgia and International Alert
Georgia and Tajikistan
Kiera O’Shea, MANPTS

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs
Geneva, Switzerland
Tamara Patton, MANPTS 6

U.S. Department of Commerce, Embassy for the Standards Attaché in Beijing
Beijing, China
Nathan Riley, MAIPS Trade

Wild Aid
San Francisco, CA
Silvia Sanchez, MAIEP

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, Action against Terrorism Unit
Vienna, Austria
Lidija Simlesa, MANPTS

United Nations Women
China
Brittany Smith, MAIPS Development

San Francisco Port Department: Foreign Trade Zone
San Francisco, CA
Jon Souza, MAIPS Trade

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs
New York, NY
Heather Sutton, MPA
International Institute for Counterterrorism at IDC
Herzliya, Israel
Matthew Thomas, MANPTS

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
Vienna, Austria
Erin Winstead, MAIPS Trade

IPSS Participants – Spring 2011

United Nations Convention on Trade and Development
Geneva, Switzerland
Sheyna Arthur, MAIPS Trade

Human Rights Watch
Washington, D.C.
Karla Castillo, MAIPS Human Rights

United Nations Office of Disarmament Affairs (UNODA)
Geneva, Switzerland
Josh Childress, MANPTS

National Foreign Trade Council Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Boris Chumak, MAIPS Trade 7
Conservation International Science and Knowledge Division  
Washington, D.C. and La Paz, Bolivia  
Elizabeth Curran, MAIEP

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); Weapons of Mass Destruction  
New York, New York  
Anya Erokhina, MANPTS

Innovations for Poverty Action  
Liberia  
Brittany Hill, MAIPS Security and Development

US Department of State and Mines Advisory Group (MAG)  
Washington, D.C. and Burundi  
Eli Groener, MAIPS Security and Development

Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO)  
Vienna, Austria  
Karim Kamil, MANPTS

CARE International  
La Paz, Bolivia  
Rachel Kelley, MAIEP

United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO); Forestry Division  
Rome, Italy  
Valeria Khristolyuba, MAIEP

Arias Foundation  
San Jose, Costa Rica  
Alex Lesko, MAIPS Conflict Resolution

International Atomic Energy Agency, (IAEA)  
Vienna, Austria  
Valerie Lewis, MANPTS

US Department of Energy; Energy Information Administration  
Washington, D.C.  
Noah Lichtenstein, MAIEP

Center for Arms Control and Nonproliferation  
Washington, D.C.  
Dadie Loh, MANPTS

Institute for Security Studies  
Pretoria, South Africa  
Scott Maxwell, MAIPS Security and Development
The Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (OPANAL)
Mexico D.F., Mexico
Manuela Micoli, MANPTS 8

United Nations Security Council; Taliban-Al Qaeda Committee
New York, New York
Anna Miro, MANPTS

British American Business
London, England
Alexandra Miller, MAIPS Trade

International Finance Corporation
Washington, D.C.
Azam Murtazaev, MAIPS Trade

Hand in Hand
Jerusalem, Israel
Miriam Rayward, MAIPS Development

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); Chemical and Biological Weapons
New York, New York
Himayu Shiotani, MANPTS

Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO)
Vienna, Austria
Victoria Swisher, MANPTS

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); Weapons of Mass Destruction
New York, New York
Margarita Zolotova, MANPTS

IPSS Participants – Spring 2010

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs; Conference on Disarmament
Geneva, Switzerland
Katherine Bachner, MAIPS 2010

Chemonics International; Latin America and the Caribbean, Agricultural Programs
Washington, D.C.
Amy Beck, MAIPS 2010

International Food Policy Research Institute; Development Strategy and Governance
Washington, D.C.
Cory Belden, MAIPS 2010
Office of US Representative Bill Owens and Congressional Candidate Doug Sloan
Washington, D.C.
*Craig Belden, MAIPS 2010*

Center for Strategic and International Studies; Pacific Forum
Honolulu, Hawaii
*Brittany Billingsly, MAIPS 2010*

**Logistics 2020**
Washington, D.C.
*Kelly Brammer*

United States Department of State; Public Affairs-Exchanges and Programs
Berlin, Germany
*Megan Crowley, MAIPS 2010*

Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council; Advocacy
Geneva, Switzerland
*Shawn Dillard, MAIEP 2010*

Global Fund for Women; Sub-Saharan Africa Program
San Francisco, California
*Camille Dougherty, MAIPS 2010*

International Atomic Energy Agency; Public Information
Vienna, Austria
*Luis Gain, MAIPS 2010*

Center for Strategic and International Studies; Pacific Forum
Honolulu, Hawaii
*Mark Garnick, MAIPS 2010*

World Health Organization (WHO); Health Systems Financing
Geneva, Switzerland
*Temie Giwa, MPA 2010*

International Labour Organization (ILO); International Programme on the Elimination of Child Labor
Geneva, Switzerland
*Sarah Grime, MAIPS 2010*

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Bratislava Regional Center
Bratislava, Slovakia
*Andreas Sepp, MAIPS 2010*

International Institute for Environment and Development; Sustainable Markets Group
London, United Kingdom
*Anais Hall, MAIPS 2010*
Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons; Assistance and Protection
The Hague, The Netherlands
Katie Holland, MAIPS 2010

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery; Armed Violence Prevention
Geneva, Switzerland
Rebekah Hunt, MPA 2010

International Organization for Migration (ILO); Counter-Trafficking Division
Geneva, Switzerland
Kaeko Iwamoto, MAIPS 2010

Department of Energy
Beijing, China
Daniel Johnson, MAIPS 2010

Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBTO); External Relations
Vienna, Austria
Theodore Kalionzes, MAIPS 2010

Center for Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation
Bethlehem, West Bank
Nicole Ketcham, MAIPS 2010

Institute for Security Studies (ISS); WMD Portal
Pretoria, South Africa
Hubert Foy Kum, MAIPS 2010

The Nature Conservancy and Conservation International Marine Programs
Bali, Indonesia
M. Alan Lovewell, MAIEP 2010

World Health Organization (WHO); Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Geneva, Switzerland
Anna Luehr, MAIPS 2010

Amnesty International; Research
New York, New York
Faraaz Mahomed, MAIPS 2010

New Eurasia Foundation; Program Evaluation and Migration Departments
Moscow, Russia
Aylara Odekova, MPA 2010
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Child Protection and Sexual, Gender Based Violence  
Geneva, Switzerland  
Leloba Pahl, MAIPS 2010

Mercy Corps; Colombia Field Office  
Bogota, Colombia  
Johanna Pailet, MAIPS 2010

United Nations Office of Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); WMD Branch  
New York, New York  
Nikita Periflyev, MAIPS 2010

International Organization for Migration (IOM)  
Washington, D.C.  
Luke Pragle, MAIPS 2010 11

United States Mission to the European Union; Foreign Commercial Service  
Brussels, Belgium  
Alex Rankin, MAITP 2010

United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (UNECLAC); International Trade Division  
Santiago, Chile  
Nevin Rosaasen, MAITP 2010

The Global Green; Climate Change Section  
Washington, D.C.  
Ryo Sato, MAIEP 2010

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), Anti-Money Laundering/Counter-Terrorism Financing (AML/CTF)  
Vienna, Austria  
Jaime Shoemaker

Environmental Protection Agency; Sustainable Water Infrastructure  
San Francisco, California  
Billy Smallen, MAIEP 2010

World Bank; Public Sector and Governance  
Washington, D.C.  
Hala Sun, MPA 2010

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration  
New York, New York  
Emma Ter-saakova, MAIPS 2010
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC); Terrorism Prevention Branch  
Vienna, Austria  
Sanaz Tofighrad, MAIPS 2010

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); Lean and the Environment Initiative  
Washington, D.C.  
Sarah Wendel, MAIEP 2010

Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS); Freeman Chair in China Studies  
Washington, D.C.  
Luxi Zhou, MAITP 2010

Winrock International; Agriculture and Livelihoods Division  
Juba, Sudan  
Nikki Zimmerman, MAIPS 2010

IPSS Participants – Spring 2009

Center for Strategic and International Studies; Pacific Forum  
Honolulu, Hawaii  
Catherine Boye, USA MAIPS 2009

The Asia Foundation; Conflict and Governance  
Bangkok, Thailand  
Ashley Burke, USA MAIPS 2009

World Bank; Environmental Economics and Development Policy  
Washington, D.C.  
Ashley Camhi, USA MAIEP 2009

Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC)  
Bonn, Germany  
Edward Ceska, USA MAIPS 2009

World Bank, Public Sector Governance Group/Administrative and Civil Service Reform  
Washington, D.C.  
Sabina Dyussekeyeva, Kazakhstan MPA 2009

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); Community Development, Gender Equality and Children Section  
Geneva, Switzerland  
Deanna Gergich, USA MPA 2009

Mercy Corps, Regional Programs  
Bogota, Colombia  
Michelle Glasser, USA MAIPS 2009
International Labour Organization (ILO); New York Liaison Office
New York, New York
Anna Michelle Gregory, USA MAIPS 2009

United Nations Department of Political Affairs (UN DPA); Policy Planning Unit
New York, New York
Miaad Hassan, MAIPS 2009

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Armed Violence, Small Arms and Mine Action
New York, New York
Alethia Jimenez Garcia, Mexico MAIPS 2009

Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO); Preparatory Commission
Vienna, Austria
Zachary Johnson, USA MAIPS 2009

United Nations Department of Political Affairs (UN DPA); Policy Planning and Mediation Support Unit
New York, New York
Joyce Laker, Uganda MAIPS 2009

International Organization for Migration (IOM)
Bangkok, Thailand
Amity Malack, USA MAIPS 2009

Conservation International; Center for Conservation and Government, Indigenous and Traditional Peoples Initiative
Arlington, Virginia
Adrienne McKeehan, USA MAIEP 2009

Department of Commerce; Trade Compliance Center
Washington, D.C.
Cora Micsunescu, USA MAITP 2009

Business and Professional Women
Amman, Jordan
Elizabeth Murphy, USA MAIPS 2009

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); Weapons of Mass Destruction
New York, New York
Sheena Nayak, USA MAIPS 2009

Kiva; Microfinance Partnerships
Dominican Republic
Ashley Nelsen, USA MAIEP 2009

U.S. House of Representatives; Office of Congressman Dan Lungren
Washington, D.C.
Bridget Nuxoll, USA MAIPS 2009
United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); Weapons of Mass Destruction
New York, New York
Vasileios Savvidis, Greece MAIPS 2009

United Nations Department of Political Affairs (UN DPA); Policy Planning and Mediation Support Unit
New York, New York
Toyi Sogoyou, USA MAIPS 2009

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA); HIV/AIDS Department
New York, New York
Zahra Waliji, Kenya MAIPS 2009

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA); Division of Public Information
Vienna, Austria
Brett Walker, USA MAIPS 2009

IPSS Participants – Spring 2008

World Trade Organization (WTO); Development Division
Geneva, Switzerland
Lara Birkes, USA MAITP 2008

Capacity Building and Assessment Center (CBAC)
Beijing, China
Erin Colling, USA MAIPS 2008

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Democratic Governance Group: Bureau for Development Policy
New York, New York
Mohammad Farid, Pakistan MPA 2008

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); Capacity Development Group/BDP
New York, New York
Nadia Gouy, Morocco MPA 2008

Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW); Assistance and Protection Branch
The Hague, Netherlands
Stephen Hayes, USA MAIPS 2008

United Nations Department of Political Affairs (UN DPA); Policy Planning and Mediation Support Unit
New York, New York
Nadia Hessin, Iraq MAIPS 2008

International Labour Organization (ILO), Crisis Response and Reconstruction Programme
Geneva, Switzerland
Benjamin Hjelle, USA MAIPS 2008
United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); Conference on Disarmament Secretariat and Conference Support Branch
Geneva, Switzerland
Elena Hushbeck, USA MAIPS 2008

United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA); WMD Branch
New York, New York
Elena Ilina, Russia MAIPS 2008

International Finance Corporation (IFC); East Asia and Pacific Department
Beijing, China
Cameron Jahn, USA MAITP 2008

World Bank; Sustainable Development Division
Washington, D.C.
Khalid Jamaldini, Pakistan MPA 2008

International Trade Centre; Division of Technical Cooperation Coordination, Office for Arab States, Europe and Commonwealth of Independent States
Geneva, Switzerland
Nurgul Khaidarova, Kazakhstan MPA 2008

United States Department of State; Office of Weapons Removal and Abatement
Washington, DC
Alexandra Lanouette, USA MAIPS 2008

Pact Ukraine; Organizational Development Support Program in Western NIS
Kyiv, Ukraine
Alexander Lennartz, USA MAIPS 2008

United States Chamber of Commerce; International Division, Asia Department
Washington, D.C.
Xiaomeng Lu, China MAITP 2008
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